The Love Heroes
Chapter 1: The Mission
Once upon a time there was a boy that was abandoned by his family. His name was Jay and
he lived in a cabin in the woods. He built the cabin by himself when he was just 5 years old!
Jay is not an ordinary boy, he was born with some amazing powers like strength, speed and an
ability to fly.
One night as Jay slept, he had a dream that seemed so real. He was asked by a small faerie to
complete three tasks in a world far away called Loveland. The faerie explained how Loveland
used to be a kind place, but an evil man named Shadow and his assistant Shadical have taken
over and made everything dark and gloomy. In order for the town to return to the way it was,
Jay must complete three tasks.
1. He must find the Princess of Loveland.
2. Make a club
3. Defeat shadow and his assistant Shadical
4. Marry the princess

When Jay awoke the next morning he wasn’t sure if his dream was real or truly just a dream.
He went into his kitchen to eat and saw a map lying on his table. The map was labeled
Loveland. So it wasn’t a dream, I really do have to complete the four tasks the faerie told me
about. “I guess it is time I do my first task.,” Jay said to himself. So he set off on his journey to
find the princess. On the way he fought many different monsters like the Raven, Martian, and
the Pounder. Finally he arrived at the Kingdom of Loveland. Jay decided to go in. As he
walked in, Jay could hear strange noises like someone was whispering and he got the
impression that someone was watching him. Those whispers were actually the Princess and
her maid. They spied Jay as he entered the Kingdom. The Princess was in hiding in a large
hollowed out tree just inside the entrance to the Kingdom. She and her maid were trying to
decide if Jay could be trusted, would he help them? Jay’s hearing was exceptional, just like his
strength so he could hear what the maid and Princess were saying, when an average person
would not. He followed the whispering sounds he heard to the hole in the tree, there he saw the
Princess, task number 1 done he thought.
Chapter 2: The Second Task
The Princess was very kind to Jay, her name was Rose. The next day Jay was thinking about
how to accomplish his next task; making a club. He told the Princess and she said “Are you
crazy?” “Yeah,” I replied. “You are talking to a guy whose middle name is danger.” “How can
we make this club?” Princess Rose proved to be very resourceful and clever. She and her
maid took Jay through some tunnels that were built into the base of the large tree. The tunnels
led to the castle where she showed Jay an old woodpile that was abandoned. Jay got to work

straight away carving a club out of a piece of wood. Just as he was finishing the club, Jay came
face to face with Zombies. The Zombies were sent by Shadow to try to defeat Jay, but they
didn’t know about Jay’s super powers. Jay was able to defeat the Zombies easily--now it was
time to find Shadow and his assistant. Shadow wasn’t as hard to find as he thought, he was
pretty angry that his Zombies were defeated so he appeared in front of Jay to fight his own
battle. His assistant, Shadrical, stood nearby ready to help if needed. Again just like with the
Zombies, Shadow and Shadrical had no idea that Jay had superhuman powers. With one strike
of his club he was able to obliterate Shadow and his evil henchman.
All in a day's work, thought Jay.
Chapter 3: Last Task
Now that he has done 2 of his 3 tasks, it was time for the third. It was time for Jay to marry
Rose, the beautiful Princess. Jay married the Princess the next day and stopped the gloom that
had plagued Loveland. Together he and Rose made the world a better place.
The End.

